Wheel Loader Training Seattle - The two most common kinds of heavy equipment training are categorized into the categories of machinery; equipment that is fashioned with tracks and those with rubber tires. The tracked vehicle are heavy duty equipment like cranes, bulldozers and cranes. They make up the most common type of heavy equipment training. Normally, the rubber tire training involves the rubber-tired versions of earth movers, end loaders and cranes. Heavy equipment training also involves using different rubber-tired vehicles such as scrapers, dump trucks and graders. Training centers often provide truck driver training for the many kinds of heavy equipment training.

Nearly all heavy equipment machinery run on diesel fuel, thus the fundamentals of diesel mechanics is a main part of heavy equipment training. Quite often, a course on the fundamentals of diesel mechanics is usually required of trainees. Some of the main goals of the program are to be able to teach an operator about maintenance procedures and basic troubleshooting in the event of a problem with the machinery. Often, this training saves a mechanic from being called out in the middle of nowhere simply because a piece of machinery requires the addition of something minor such as engine oil. Diesel mechanics for heavy equipment is an education all unto its own; hence, extensive training is not often included in the course book for the general training course.